
Quite Rather

Name: Date: __/__/20__

I have noticed that _________ tiresome, careless people often have very
good hearts.
1. rather

It is right; and I am _________ satisfied.2. quite

I have been so used, you know, to see you in a black coat, that the contrast
is _________ odd.
3.

rather

Nellie was really _________ safe and comfortable.4. quite

When present, its attachment is commonly _________ backward, or pretty
deep within the passage.
5. rather

She was _________ frail and tender-looking, with wondering eyes that
showed she had been crying.
6. rather

His eyes searched my face, now _________ suspiciously.7. rather

You may think this to have been _________ harsh, but remember we were
standing above the remains of the innocent victims of a most terrible tragedy.
8. rather

As she could neither help nor look on, the day passed _________ wearily.9. rather

You were _________ right, my lady.10. quite

I thanked her very cordially, and so ended this strange and _________
awkward adventure.
11. rather

The latter laughed, _________ feebly, for he felt sore all over.12. rather

It came to her _________ vaguely that perhaps that was the way with
people who seemed never to have had hardships.
13. rather

He looked _________ grim and solemn; but perhaps that was the way all
Germans looked when they made jokes.
14. rather

It was just the difference between passion and silly sentiment-silly and
_________ vulgar sentiment.
15.

rather
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It's really _________ unkind of you to make it harder for me.16. rather

When I joined her a moment later she seemed _________ dubious.17. rather

The fact is that it is sometimes _________ tedious work to find an exact
date, but the thing can usually be done if it is worth while to spend the time
and trouble over it.

18. rather

Her brother lent himself with malicious good-humor to the divagations of
her _________ eccentric wanderings.
19.

rather

Joan's mind had suddenly become _________ clear.20. quite
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